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The Visitor (Animorphs #2) 2011-05-01 the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the animorphs return in this update of the classic series rachel is still reeling
from the news that the earth is secretly under attack by parasitic aliens known as the yeerks and that she and her friends five kids who stumbled onto a downed
spacecraft and were given the power to morph into any animal they touch are the planet s only defense but rachel has always been a daredevil when it s suggested that
they infiltrate the home of their assistant principal who also happens to be a human host of the yeerks she volunteers but what she finds inside may be more than even
she can handle
The Andalite's Gift Part 2 1997 cassie s had it after the last mission she realizes she s getting tired of missions tired of battles tired of being an animorph she decides that
she just can t do it anymore so she quits but the war for her planet isn t so easy to quit it seems a human controller named karen followed cassie after the last run in
with the yeerks and she knows cassie has the ability to morph if she exposes cassie it s all over no more cassie no more animorphs no more planet earth
The Departure (Animorphs #19) 2017-06-27 the wildly popular bestselling sci fi series by katherine applegate and michael grant returns in a new full color graphic
novel series adapted by chris grine rachel is still reeling from the news that earth is secretly under attack by parasitic aliens the yeerks now she and her friends are the
planet s only defense five kids who purely by chance stumbled onto a downed spacecraft and were given the power to morph into any animals they touch the team s
best lead is their assistant principal mr chapman who is the human host to a high ranking yeerk official it s not much but rachel s always been a daredevil and she
volunteers to infiltrate chapman s home rachel is tough she s fearless but what she finds inside may be more than even she can handle
The Visitor: A Graphic Novel (Animorphs #2) 2021-10-05 david the newest animorph is not what he appears his need to control the other animorphs is all he thinks
about and the things he does are starting to break up the group rachel and the others know that time is running out the newest battle against the yeerks is the most
important one yet and it s not one that will wait winning this fight could mean slowing down the invasion but no one knows what to do with david because the newest
animorph is more than just a little problem he s deadly
The Solution (Animorphs #22) 2017-07-25 the yeerks are finally starting to realize that the andalite bandits are probably not aliens at all that maybe they ve been
dealing with humans all along and no one especially the newly appointed visser one is happy about this revelation when tobias and the other animorphs realize that the
yeerks are about to find them it s by accident but that doesn t make the discovery any less serious because in a war one side wins and one side loses
The Diversion (Animorphs #49) 2017-09-26 there s been an accident someone crash landed a yeerk bug fighter and the yeerks have been trying to cover it up quickly
when tobias spots it before they get the chance the animorphs decide to steal the ship to show the world that earth has been invaded that s when things go terribly
wrong before they know it jake and the other animorphs find themselves in another place another time and there s no way home
The Forgotten (Animorphs #11) 2017-06-27 really big trouble is an understatement these days the war with the yeerks is full on and it s definitely going to get worse but
cassie and the other animorphs have a lot more going on than just trying to stay alive now they ve got to actively protect their families and the free hork bajir and they
no longer believe they can do it alone the yeerks are just too powerful so cassie and the others have to ask themselves a very important question is it time to increase
their numbers they all remember what happened with david the animorph gone bad but this time do they really have a choice
Animorphs 2001 rachel is falling apart literally her newest morph has the ability to regenerate its limbs but when rachel demorphs there s a lot more rachel than when
she started out one more rachel to be exact rachel is an okay person to have around but two could be considered overkill especially two rachels with completely opposite
personalities one is pathetically weak one is super strong and super nasty now the animorphs have to figure out a way to put rachel back together again because if it s
up to the twins rachel the weak will surrender to visser three rachel the super bold will try to single handedly take him down and twice the trouble may be twice as much
as the other animorphs and ax can handle
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The Ultimate (Animorphs #50) 2017-09-26 sometimes your worst problems are the ones you can t actually see like the helmacrons these less than an inch high
aliens are back and they want the morphing cube more than ever obviously rachel and the other animorphs can t let them take the cube but when rachel tries to stop
the helmacrons from stealing it marco gets in the way and ends up with tiny aliens well up his nose rachel and the others can t let the helmacrons stay inside marco s
head they re armed and could cause serious damage so the animorphs come up with a plan to evict the helamcrons from their new residence but it involves a shrinking
ray and the obvious marco s nose
The Separation (Animorphs #32) 2017-07-25 almost nothing could be as bad as finding out your mother is visser one the most powerful leader of the yeerk invasion
of earth but it happened to marco and even though he s been handling it pretty well he knew there d come a time when he d have to face her again knowing that the
yeerk in her brain has taken his mother away so when marco and the other animorphs discover that visser one is overseeing a secret underwater project they know they
have to check it out but marco s not sure if this is a battle he ll be able to fight
The Journey (Animorphs #42) 2017-08-29 we could blame everything that happened on marco he was the one who heard about the downed submarine he was the
one who thought we should check it out and everyone knows that if marco s up to a challenge i m definitely there everything was going fine until the explosion an
explosion that blew us millions of years back in time to the age of dinosaurs now tobias cassie marco ax jake and i are fighting for our lives with every step we take but
that s not our biggest problem our biggest problem is we have no idea how to get back to our own time
The Escape (Animorphs #15) 2017-06-27 the battle is still raging and it s out and out war jake and the other animorphs have found a way to slow the yeerks down but
now the yeerks have decided the best way to win is to just destroy everything and everyone who gets in their way just when things look hopeless jake and the others
discover help where they least expected taxxons creatures so foul and heartless it s hard to believe that they re capable of having any feelings but jake and the others
soon discover that the taxxon resistance has its own problems with the yeerks and for once it looks like earth may have a chance
In the Time of Dinosaurs (Animorphs Megamorphs #2) 2018-03-27 the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the animorphs return in this update of the
classic series rachel isn t the kind of girl who backs away from a fight when her dad asks her to move across the country with him it hurts but rachel won t desert her
friends in their fight to save the world but then the animorphs are contacted by a very old very powerful alien being that knows about their struggle he s called the
ellimist and he presents them with a choice they can abandon the planet with their families and be taken to safety or they an stay to fight the yeerks and lose
The Answer (Animorphs #53) 2017-09-26 the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the animorphs return in this update of the classic series the earth is being
invaded but no one knows about it when jake rachel tobias cassie and marco stumble upon a downed alien spaceship and its dying pilot they re given an incredible
power they can transform into any animal they touch with it they become animorphs the unlikely champions in a secret war for the planet and the enemies they re
fighting could be anyone even the people closest to them
The Invasion 1996 elfangor sirinial shamtul is an andalite war prince the one who gave the animorphs the power to morph the andalite chronicles is the story of how this
warrior cadet ended up on planet earth ages 9 12 pub 12 97
The Stranger (Animorphs #7) 2012-06-01 the wildly popular bestselling sci fi series by katherine applegate and michael grant returns in a new full color graphic novel
series adapted by chris grine sometimes weird things happen to people ask jake he could tell you about the night he and his friends saw a strange light in the sky that
seemed to be heading right for them that was the night five normal kids learned that humanity is under a silent attack and were given the power to fight back now jake
rachel cassie tobias and marco can transform into some of the most dangerous creatures on earth and they must use that power to outsmart an evil greater than
anything the world has ever seen
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The Invasion (Animorphs #1) 2011-05-01 after being in a car accident a patient recovering in her mother s research facility is given the task of creating the perfect
boy using detailed simulation technologies
The Andalite Chronicles (Animorphs) 2018-03-27 first katherine applegate thrilled readers with the action packed animorphs series then she stole our hearts with the
award winning the one and only ivan now she takes us on an unforgettable journey in this first book of an epic middle grade series byx is the youngest member of her
dairne pack believed to possess remarkable abilities her mythical doglike species has been hunted to near extinction in the war torn kingdom of nedarra after her pack is
hunted down and killed byx fears she may be the last of her species the endling so byx sets out to find safe haven and to see if the legends of other hidden dairnes are
true along the way she meets new allies both animals and humans alike who each have their own motivations for joining her quest and although they begin as strangers
they become their own kind of family one that will ultimately uncover a secret that may threaten every creature in their world building upon the success of her critically
acclaimed novels such as the one and only ivan crenshaw and wishtree while also returning to her action packed fantasy roots of animorphs the endling series is
katherine applegate at her finest with its enthralling characters unique setting and gripping adventure this series is the perfect next read for fans of rick riordan brian
jacques and tui t sutherland
Người hóa thú 2018 endling 2 the first is the second book in an epic middle grade animal fantasy series by katherine applegate newbery medal winning and 1 new york
times bestselling author of the one and only ivan wishtree and crenshaw to learn if she truly is the last dairne in the world the endling byx and her friends must travel
into the snow covered mountains of the country of dreyland where they hope to uncover the truth behind the legend of a hidden dairne colony but the threat of war
across the lands continues to grow with each passing day as the group confronts untold dangers at every turn they will ultimately uncover a treacherous plot that
involves the other powerful governing species with both her dreams and all the creatures of nedarra on the brink of extinction byx and her friends are determined to
never give up hope soon they find themselves the unlikely leaders in a simmering rebellion that risks everything they hold dear byx may be the last of her kind but will
she also be the first to lead the revolution beloved author katherine applegate concludes her simply sublime kirkus epic middle grade animal fantasy trilogy with endling
3 the only read all three
The Invasion (Animorphs Graphix #1) 2020-10 when the evil yeerks start wreaking havoc at the north pole marco and the other animorphs must use their special powers
to stop them from taking over one of the coldest places on earth
Animorphs 2000 ぼくはジェイク ぼくと友だちの5人は下校途中 不時着した宇宙船を見つけた 乗っていたエイリアンは 傷を負いながらも教えてくれた 悪いエイリアンが地球侵略をたくらんでいると 動物に変身するアニモーフという力を授けてもらったぼくたちは 戦うため立ちあがった 大人気sf
シリーズ第1作
Animorphs 2012-10-02 la liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publiés en langue française dans le monde la liste des éditeurs et la liste des collections de langue
française
Eve and Adam 1998 an explosion sends the animorphs millions of years back in time to the age of dinosaurs they have no idea how to get back to their own time part 2
continues the story of in the time of dinosaurs
Animorphs 2018-05-01 the wildly popular bestselling sci fi series by katherine applegate and michael grant returns in a new full color graphic novel series adapted by
chris grine sometimes weird things happen to people ask jake he could tell you about the night he and his friends saw a strange light in the sky that seemed to be
heading right for them that was the night five normal kids learned that humanity is under a silent attack and were given the power to fight back now jake rachel cassie
tobias and marco can transform into some of the most dangerous creatures on earth and they must use that power to outsmart an evil greater than anything the world
has ever seen
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Endling #1: The Last 2019-05-07 the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the animorphs return in this update of the classic series it all started with the
dreams but cassie didn t pay much attention to them she and her friends have been having nightmares ever since they acquired the power to morph but when cassie
discovers that tobias has been having dreams too the exact same dreams about the ocean and a voice that s calling to them for help she decides it s time to start
listening now she and the others have to figure out if the dreams are a message or a trap
Endling #2: The First 2018 the wildly popular books by k a applegate are back the animorphs return in this update of the classic series when tobias and his friends
were given the power to morph they were also given an important warning never stay in a morph for more than two hours but tobias broke the time limit and now he s
trapped in the body of a hawk forever when he discovers an important yeerk secret tobias knows he has to do everything in his power to destroy it but to do so he ll have
to contend with a part of himself that s wrestling for control a part that isn t human
Người hóa thú 1999 イバンはショッピングモールの小さな動物園に住む陽気なゴリラで 絵を描くことが得意 隣のおりのゾウのステラや 野良犬のボブとは大の仲良しで モールの職員の娘ジュリアもイバンに紙とクレヨンをくれたりする 絵を描くことが好きなイバンとジュリアは芸術家同士 お
互いを理解しあっている ある日 モールにお客さんをもっと呼ぶために赤ちゃんゾウのルビーが買われてくる 愛らしいルビーが仲間に加わったことで イバンの人生は大きく変わることに アメリカで最も権威ある児童文学賞 ニューベリー賞受賞 その他 クリストファー賞 クリスタル カイト賞など数々の賞を受賞
The Extreme 2002 dak hamee is a unique hork bajir his people call him a seer he learns more quickly and completely than the rest of his docile race hork bajir like him
are born once a generation aldrea is a young andalite daughter of the notorious prince seerow it is only after she and her family are sent to the hork bajir home world
that she begins to fight the yeerks and with dak s help ultimately discovers their hideous plan esplin 9466 is the yeerk that will become the feared visser three he has set
out to defeat the hork bajir and begin the building of the yeerk empire this story chronicles the fierce hork bajir wars in a time before the animorphs
The British National Bibliography 2004-02 no one ever thought it would come to this jake rachel tobias cassie marco and ax know that even if they could have warned
people in the beginning no one would have believed their story a story about an invasion of parasitic aliens so for all this time jake and the other animorphs have
secretly fought a desperate battle secretly held the yeerks at bay but those days are over it s come down to the final battle between the yeerks and animorphs and no
one knows who will win lose or live
アニモーフ 1 エイリアンの侵略 2003 ax and the animorphs are about to have a huge problem it starts when they decide to morph mosquitoes in order to slip by some unsuspecting
yeerks and ends with them stuck in zero space with no idea how they got there no way back to earth and no oxygen luckily an andalite scout ship finds them before it s
too late but now ax is finally with his own people and he doesn t know if he ever wants to go back to earth
Les Livres disponibles 1998
Animorphs: Megamorphs #2: In the Time of Dinosaurs Part 2 2020-10-06
The Invasion: A Graphic Novel (Animorphs #1) 2011-09-01
The Message (Animorphs #4) 2011-07-01
The Encounter (Animorphs #3) 2014-07-14
世界一幸せなゴリラ、イバン 2018-03-27
The Hork-Bajir Chronicles (Animorphs) 2017-09-26
The Beginning (Animorphs #54) 2017-06-27
The Decision (Animorphs #18) 1999
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